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Pretty much everyone associates witches with cats. But what people might not know is that much of the folklore of witches and their animals is based on real-life trials of women accused of being witches in 16th and 17th-century England.Poet and forger Richard Osmond is trawling through historical records of these trials
to find some real examples of alleged witch animals that were mentioned in witch trials, on his website and on Twitter, where he tweets snippets of his account stories @witchcourt. He explained the history behind the myth ... Old women who talked to their cats were so aroused by suspicion that people actually thought
they were witches. Many witches who had cats and were accused of using them to perform dark magic were social exclusions, inappropriate, some possibly suffering from mental health problems or suffering from age or poverty. Quintessential crazy cat ladies basically. With popular belief that witches speak with demons
in animal form, you can see how single old women talking to their cats can arouse suspicion. One of my favourite witch stories includes a cat. Two witches, mother and daughter, worked this complex revenge spell, which involves burying a stolen glove in the garden and boiling a wool mattress in blood, said Osmond. The
last act of the spell was to rub a bloody mattress and handkerchief on their cat, whose name was Rutterkin. Instead of flying off to harm Rutland Earl, as the witches predicted, Rutterkin just mewed and did nothing. Which is exactly what a crusty cat would do after rubbing with a damp hanky. It's pretty cute and funny to
read now, but then you remember that three women were sentenced to death on the basis of this evidence. And that's not all about cats. The witch animal that makes me smile the most is Jarmar's layerless dog because it shows witch hysteria silliness at its height, and manipulation of the truth at every stage. This course
prepares you to read more deeply and write more clearly about works of literature. With an exciting collection of videos, authentic readings, and supporting materials from a variety of sources, you will learn to rate literature from different genres. This course will focus on reading, oral and writing about fiction and Gothic
literature. You expand your vocabulary while you sharpen your academic and creative writing skills. Interacting with other students will help you improve your thinking about reading and writing as well. You will learn to write with time pressure, and have the opportunity to complete practice assignments that are similar to
the ones you will find on the AP test. No prerequisites; you don't have to take an AP exam to join the course. If you want to learn about literature and writing, this course is for you. In this part of the course, you will learn: read and interpret great works of fiction Culture and historical background of Gothic literature
Academic writing skills Test-taking strategy Part 1. Stories _ Monsters and Ghosts _ Week 1: Introduction to Fiction, Shelley Part 1 Overview of form and vocabulary goals for AP courses What is gothic horror? Mary Shelley: Her Life, Her MonsterWeek 2: Shelley 2 What's Close to Reading? Frankenstein: Then and now
Practice Test 1: Multiple ChoiceWeek 3: Stoker 1 Why write about literature? Real Dracula: Vlad impalerWeek 4: Stoker 2 What is literary evidence? Vampires: Not just for breakfast, how can you plan your writing? Practice Test 2: Essay/Free ResponseWeek 5: Beloved 1 Practice Test 3: Multiple Choice Toni Morrison
and Beloved Writing: Introduction is Difficult! Week 6: Writing for Fiction &amp; Beloved 2 What is Editing and Reviewing? Practice Text 4: Essay/Free ResponseWeek 7: Final Exam, Part 1Eive instructor-signed certificate with authority logo to test your achievements and increase job prospects Add a certificate to your
CV or resume, or then direct LinkedInGive to give yourself an additional incentive to complete a courseEdX, a non-profit, relying on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone around the world This reading awareness story, My Friend Peter, is the beginning of a level of English learners (ELL). It contains
reports on place and language names. Read a short story two or three times, and then take quizzes to test your understanding. To help your understanding, read the selection more than once. Follow these steps: Try to understand the (general meaning) of the reed for the first time. Try to understand words out of context



the second time you read. Search for words you do not understand the third time you read. My friend's name is Peter. Peter is from Amsterdam, Holland. He's Dutch. He's married and has two children. His wife, Jane, is American. She's from Boston, United States. Her family is still in Boston, but she now works and lives
with Peter in Milan. They speak English, Dutch, German and Italian! Their children are pupils at a local primary school. Children go to school with other children from all over the world. Flora, their daughter, are friends from France, Switzerland, Austria and Sweden. Hans, their son, goes to school with students from South
Africa, Portugal, Spain and Canada. Of course, there are many children from Italy. Imagine French, Swiss, Austrian, Swedish, South African, American, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and Canadian children all studying together in Italy! The reply key is listed below. 1. Where is Peter from? a. Germany b. Holland c. Spain
d. Canada 2. Where's his wife from? A. New York b. Switzerland c. Boston d. Italy 3. Where are they now? a. Madrid b. Boston c. Milan d. Sweden 4. Where's her family? a. United States of America b. England England Holland d. Italy 5. How many languages does the family speak? a. 3 b. 4 c. 5 d. 6 6. What are the
names of the children? A. Greta and Peter b. Anna and Frank c. Susan and John d. Flora and Hans 7. The school is: a. international b. big c. small d. hard answer key is provided below. 1. Jane is Canadian. [True/False] 2. Peter is Dutchman. [True/False] 3. There are many children from different countries in the school.
[True/False] 4. There are children from an Australian school. [True/False] 5. Their daughter is friends from Portugal. [True/False] pages 1.B and 2. C, p. 3. C, 4. A, 5. B, 6. D, 7. A. 1. The commission shall be False, 2. It is true, 3. It is true, 4. False, 5. False This reading helps you practice adjective forms for proper nouns.
People from Italy are Italian and they are from Switzerland to Switzerland. People from Portugal speak Portuguese and they speak German from Germany. Pay attention to capitalization on people, places, and language names. Correct nouns and words made from correct nouns are capitalised. Let's say the family story
is a pet Persian cat. Persians are capitalized because the name, the adjective, comes from the place name, Persian. Each learner has different goals and therefore different approaches to English. But some tips and tools will probably help most English learners. Let us start with the three most important rules: The most
important rule to remember is that learning English is a process. It takes time and it takes a lot of patience! If you are patient, you will improve your English. The most important thing to do is to create a plan and follow that plan. Start with your English learning goals, and then create a concrete plan to succeed. Patience is
the key to improving your English, so go slowly and focus on your goals. You'll speak English well soon if you keep on the plan. It is absolutely necessary that learning English becomes a habit. In other words, you should work with your English every day. Every day there is no need to study grammar. However, you
should listen, watch, read or speak English every day – even if it is for a short time. It is much better to learn 20 minutes a day than to learn two hours twice a week. Have patience: Remember that learning a language is a gradual process, it doesn't happen overnight. Define your learning goals early: What do you want to
learn and why? Make a learning habit: Try to learn something every day. It is much better to learn (or read, or listen to English news, etc.) for 10 minutes each day than to learn 2 hours once a week. Choose your materials well: You will need to read, grammar, writing, speaking and listening materials. Change your
training routine: It's best to do different things every day to help maintain different relationships between each area In other words, don't just learn grammar. Find Friends: Find friends to learn and talk to with invaluable and learning English together can be very encouraging. Keep it interesting: Choose listening and
reading materials that relevant to what interests you. Being in the interest on this topic will make learning more enjoyable - thus more effective. Link grammar to practical usage: Grammar doesn't help you use a language in itself. You should practice what you learn by employing it actively. Use reading to help with other
English skills: You can use reading to help with vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and more. Flex your mouth muscles: Understanding something that doesn't mean the muscles of your mouth can make sounds. Practice talking what you learn aloud. It may seem strange, but it is very effective. Exercises like tongue
twisters can help improve your flexibility.Communicate: Grammar exercises are great, but having your friend on the other hand in the world understand your email is fantastic! Use the Internet: The Internet is the most exciting, unlimited English resource that anyone could imagine, and it is right at your fingertips. In
English, a grammar postmodifier is a modifier that follows a word or phrase that it restricts or qualifies. The modification of the post modifier is called postmodification.  There are many different types of postmodifiers, but most often there are preposition phrases and relative clauses. As noted by Douglas Biber et al.,
premodifiers and postmodifiers are distributed in the same way across the registers: rare in conversation, very often in informative writing. (Longman student grammar speaks and written in English, 2002) Guerra and Insua point out that overall postmodifiers are longer than premodifiers, which emphasize the relevance of
the final weight. (Noun phrase by small, A Mosaic of Corpus Linguistics, 2010) Carter Hallam was a cheerful, easy-going guy whom everyone knew and everyone liked. (Holmes, Mary Jane. Member of Mrs Hallam; And Spring Farm, and other stories, GW Dillingham, 1896) In a country house in Sussex are preserved two
skulls from Hastings Priory, .... (Dyer, T. F. Thiselton. Strange Pages From Family Papers, Tredition Classics, 2012) I was born in a country house that stood on a pretty heath in Sussex. (Gill, George. The First Oxford Reader: with spell lessons and questions for checking, John Kempster &amp;; Co. ..., 1873) A woman
in the window seat asked the flight attendant two little bottles of white wine. We needed a boat big enough to haul in a delivery campsite. Sarah's office was ransacked by individuals known. Postmodification can be one of four ways: a preposition with a late nominal group (preposition phrase): a boy in the garden ...;
clause unermented: a boy who walks down the road ...; clause that can be introduced with a relative pronoun or simply added directly to the it modifies: who was walking ...; sometimes, adjective:... and other things interesting. (David Crystal, Prosodic Systems and intonation in English. Cambridge University Press, 1976)
There are three main types without limited postmodifying clauses: ing-clauses, ed-clauses, and clauses. The first two types are also called particip clauses, and the third is also called an infinition clause or infinition clause. Participle clauses as postmodifiers are always the subject of differences in positions. They can often
be paraphrased as a relative clause: a letter written by a member of the public (ACAD) to compare: a letter that is written by a member of publicyoung families who visit a local clinic (NEWS)compare: families who visit a local clinic turn to a to-clause postmodifiers can have either a topic or without subject gaps: Subject
gap: I've got friends to beat him up though (CONV) Compare : Friends will beat him upNon-subject gap : I had a little eat (CONV) direct object: I ate a littleSet out the way to go (CONV) in the direction of the opponent: I can go that wayGet angry! We both've got a lot to be angry about. (FICT) supplement preposition: We
are angry about manyAs these examples suggest. clauses for which no clauses have been set. However, with the to-clauses, the theme is sometimes expressed for-phrase: Really now is the time for you to try to go. (Douglas Biber, Susan Conrad, and Geoffrey Leech, Longman Grammar speak and written in English.
Pearson, 2002) In postmodification in principle there is no limit to the length of NPs. The occurrence of downstream PPs is very common and it is important to distinguish cases such as: (24) (girl (with table (with carved legs))(25) (girl (with table (with sunburn legs)). In (24) one PP postmodifies a girl, and the other PP is
exposed to it, postmodifying the table. In (25), however, both PS postmodify the girl - it is the legs of the girl, not the legs of the table that we are discussing. (Geoffrey Leech, Margaret Deuchar, and Robert Hoogenraad, English Grammar Today: A New Introduction, 2nd ed.
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